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Breaking the Information Quarantine
Anti-war Activism in Serbia
JASMINKA UDOVICKI

Jasminka Udovicki traveled to
Belgrade, Serbia this past summer to
see for herself what was going on in
her home country, particularly
given the lack of any solid reporting
in our own media about Serbians
who are actively working to oppose
"ethnic cleansing" and Slobodan
Milosevic 's brand of militarist
nationalism. Udovicki's family on
her mother's side is of mixed heritage and has been living in Croatia
and Bosnia for generations. Her
mother's was the first generation to
move to Belgrade, so she has family
on various geographical sides of this
Student Center, Belgrade. Two prominent Yugoslav painters gathered signatures
ongoing tragedy in what was
to a petition urging a referendum to settle the conflict in Yugoslavia by peaceful
means. The woman painter is from Dubrovnik. Her husband, a poet, was killed
YugoslaVia. After her summer trip,
in the fighting some months earlier. Photo: Anita Bartch. IMPACT VISU~.
Udovicki returned to the region in
. ,.
September, on assignment for the attempts to get co-verage in the .U.S.
Village Voice. We asked her to pro- press for anti-Gulf War organizing.
ook, we all know that Serbia is
vide RESIST readers with some
In this article Udovicki describes
the most responsible party in
background to the conflict and several of the opposition groups that the war," Ksenija Petovar and
some understanding of the anti-war have formed, and their relationship Drinka Gojkovic, members of the
efforts that are underway. One of to the media. We've asked Udovicki Center for Anti-War . Action in
the most startling aspects of anti- to contribute a second article in Belgrade told me this September.
war activism, Udovicki found, is the which we'll learn more about these "But for God's sake, how do you
relatively good access opposition groups, their strategies and hopes, explain that Western media refuse
groups have to the media, especially and what we can do to provide to say anything about the efforts of
in light of our own frustrated support.
the anti-nationalist anti-war groups
~

.;,

L

continued on page two

Anti-war
continuedfrom page one

in Serbia to remove Milosevic from
power and stop the war? If the
West is serious about ending this
war, you would think it would try
to recognize and support the antiwar efforts within the country,
wouldn't you?"
The anti-war activists in
Belgrade, Nis, Kragujevac, and
other cities complain about two
things. The first is the apparent
complete lack of outside interest in,
and recognition of their work; as a
result of this information quarantine, the public abroad assumes
that the whole of Serbia is a warmongering monolith, on a genocidal campaign against the Muslim
population of Bosnia. The second
thing they complain about is that
however much effort they have put
into anti-war work, it still is far
from commensurate with the
tragedy now besieging Bosnia,
Croatia, and Serbia itself.
Serbs Groomed for Militarism
For many in the West, just trying to understand who all these
Serbs are, is confusing. There are
Serbs in Serbia, and there are Serbs
in the self-proclaimed Independent
Serbian Republics in Croatia and
Bosnia. The latter are made up of
Serbian populations which, over a
period of 300 years, were enticed
(through job offers and status incentives) to move to Croatian and
Bosnian territories by either the
Turkish or the Austro-Hungarian
empires, to be used as a human
buffer zone against the military
advances of one empire against the
other. During that time, Serbs were
groomed for their military role,
taught how to use arms and taught
not to think twice before doing so.
The Serbian population now
living in those areas retains much
of the warrior mentality nurtured in
its bones until the collapse of the
two empires in the end of the 19th
and beginning of the 20th century.
It is this mentality that Slobodan

Dear RESIST,
It is encouraging to know that people committed to peace and justice,
whose committment was born as a
reaction to the Vietnam War and the
social and political conditions of the
1960s, are still active.
I, too, came into my political maturity during the 1960's and continue to
hold the ideals and carry on the efforts
of that time into the 1990s. On behalf
of the Texas Civil Rights Project and
the farmworking community we serve,
I offer my congratulations to you for 25
years of RESIST and the commitment it
embodies. !SI SE PUEDE!

Dear RESIST,
I just learned that you funded (in
part) the youth program of the Gay
and Lesbian Resource Center in Des
Moines, Iowa. Thank-you. It means a
lot to people like me.
Michael Slaymaker
Des Moines, Iowa

Raymond Gill
Texas Civil Rights Project
San Juan, Texas

RESIST welcomes your letters with
comments and suggestions about issues
Ed Note: We appreciate very much all raised in the newsletter, and your ideas
the warm support we have received in for future articles. Please let us know if
commemoration of our 25th anniver- your letter is not meant for publication.
sary. Of course, from our vantage point,
we know of hundreds of thousands of
activists whose commitment to social
justice has only deepened over these
years. We would like to get the word out
and one way we can do that is to
encourage local papers to write articles

Think about how your tax dollars
are being used now, and learn
what you can do about it.

ILLEGITIMATI AUTIIORlff
,...,~ ~-.J ~

~ "61

For l• rormatlon and aranl a• ldellaes write 10:
Ru(, One Summer SI., SolltffYllle, MA 0UO

Order" copy of

War Tax Resistance
A Guide to Withholding Your
Support from the MIiitary

Comprehensive sourcebook on the
philosophy and methods of war
tax resistance.

135pages
Phota;, grapha, resource listing.5.
$12.00 plus 20% postage from:

War Resisters League
339 Lafayette St., New York, NV 10012

Please include vaimu7'lt with order.
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about the work of RESIST and the
groups we fund. Ifyou know of a paper
that might publish an article iri your
community, please send us the address
(and the name of a likely reporter or
editor), and we'll send them some info.
1banksl

Resist Newsktter

The Resist Newsleller i~ published ten
times a year by Resist, Inc., One Summer
Street, Somerville, MA 02143 . (617)
623-5110. The vie'-".S expressed in articles,
other than editorials, are those of the
authors and do not necessarily represent
the opinions of the Resist staff or board .
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Nancy Moniz
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Looking Back 17 Years -

to: Apri1 29, 1975. Grace Pa1ey wrote:
We had expected to publish
a long article and analysis of
events in Vietnam. But history
has rolled right over our
reportage and prophetic wisdom, left us typing speedily
but several days behind.
We are too late to report
on the processes of victory,
the panicky withdrawal of
ARVN, the uprisings in the
cities and towns of PRG and
Third Force elements who were
always (as we knew) present
and ready to take power, to
administer the water supply,
the electricity, the equitable
distribution of food, the education and health of children
- normal life - as the Vietnamese like to say. We are too
late. We cannot bring news.
We can tel 1 you of our
great j.oy in the victory of
the Vietnamese people over the
fiercest, most powerful imperial and barbarous nation, our
own. Which used weal th and
power to kill a generation of
Vietnamese, invent weapons to
burn,
tear,
rip,
choke,
explode human .beings, to kil 1
or leave in tormenting agony;
devices and gases to murder
the earth, poison the rivers,
defoliate the forests - But
these great inventors and producers could not in the end
destroy the stubborn patriotic
and revolutionary will of the
Vietnamese people.
We are all honored to have
been a small part of that
struggle. In the reconstructing and rebuilding time to
come we intend to be useful.
We've learned a lot from the
Vietnamese about stubbornness
- and patience, fidelity and
the importance of living and
working among one's own people. Resist people have always
thought that fighting for revolutionary change in the U.S.
and the long fight against the
war were part of the same
Vol. 1, #251

struggle. But at this moment
in plain American we have to
say:
Hurrah a hundred times for
the Vietnamese and their great
victory over imperial Washington and corrupt Saigon.

Grace Paley
Responds ...
We asked Grace Paley to comment on her earlier writing ...

R

in the U.S., of that particular
- bly
poisoner, Agent Orange.
Impoverished countries with
destroyed infra-structures do not
easily create democratic political
forms. The U.S. is happy to notice
this.
And then begins the gory game
of the American decision to make
the Vietnamese dig, eviscerate,
sieve, that tossed, tormented earth
and its hundreds and hundreds
of thousands of Vietnamese
bones, among which there are
some pieces and parts of young
Americans.
So I look sadly at my happy
column of 1975. Did I write this? I
ask the Resist editorial board. Then
who did? I must answer that cheerfulness in 1992.
What victory?
What poetry?
While most of us in the general
and opinionated left went on with
the life of reactive actions, the war
in Vietnam continued, and every
year of what amounted to our
abandonment of them, their great
"military victory," narrowed to
abs9lute economic and political
defeat. It's true we had a dozen real
domestic tasks and couldn't let the
U.S., packed with ordinance, run in
and out of every country in Central
America, the Caribbean, etc. What I
mean to say, I guess, is - "military
victory'' - watch it!
Before our pride that idea, the
Vietnamese people continued to
fall.

eading my joyful remarks, I
see that I didn't want to know
(though of course I did know - just
couldn't bear to say) that for the
U.S., peace is almost always going
to be the continuation of war by
other means - Nicaragua - the
Gulf - Cuba - Russia -.
The country the U.S. had devastated, poisoned - totalled is the
word car-owning Americans would
understand best - was a long,
skinny, rural nation. Still, it bad
shoved our huge, continent-wide
U.S. off its undernourished body.
Great! The word Victory! sounds
out. We all - me too - yell
Victory!
Then what? Reconstruction?
Reconciliation? The war is over?
Don't be ridiculous. The big country does not "lose" a war. It builds a
high thick wall around the skinny
A founding member of Resist,
little country - a wall called Grace Paley has been a committed
Embargo - which prevents any pacifist and feminist for many years.
other nation in the rich money
world - even friendly ones ·During our twenty-fifth year, we
from helping poor victorious Vietwill be reprinting items of interest
nam. No one is allowed over that
from prior years. We hope to spade
wall - no one is permitted on pain
additional memories, as well as ideas
of trade-death to help defuse the
for "Looking Forward" articles on
land mines (still at work today, this
related topics. So, if you have ideas
minute), or fill the bomb craters, refor areas that we should explore as
build hospitals, schools, repair
we look to our future, please let us
dikes, roads, detoxify the earth, or
know. We anticipate a lively year of
even take a useful look at the hunrecollection, reflection, commentary
dreds? of deformed fetuses and
and debate in these pages.
infants born in Vietnam, and probaResist Newsletter
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Angry and Caring
The Politics of Serving the People in the 1990s
ANNWIIBORN

In this article, Ann Withorn
responds to her article "The Politics
of Seroing the People" which she
wrote in 1977 and which we
reprinted last month as part of our
''Looking Back" series.

I

n 1977, it was possible to imagine a life dominated by activism,
in which the tension between delivering services or engaging in more
direct militancy would be ongoing.
An institutionalized set of services
was available to depend upon, even
as we criticized it. It seemed as if
activists could strategically choose
or choose not to offer services "in
the name of the movement," and
the legitimacy of focusing one's life
within socialist and feminist movements appeared obvious, at least for
RESISTS constituency.
Fifteen years later, these basic
assumptions cannot be made. The
mainstream services we expected to
build upon and change are themselves in jeopardy, if not gone.
And, except for a diehard (and not
expanding) core, the claim that
there is a Left "movement" with
which one can identify, and to
which one can be held accountable, seems weak. Feminism has
maintained a stronger hold, yet it is
now more difficult to define feminism as a movement offering common precepts for action.
Most progressives these days
seem to keep their values alive in
their work and personal lives by
whatever means we can, but not
necessarily by struggling to create a
movement as such, either by delivering services or by other means.
Nevertheless, understanding the
links between providing services
and maintaining an oppositional
politics is still essential.
Page Four

Blatant Attacks on the Poor
Exactly because the attack on
the welfare state has been so blatant since 1980, the critical role of
social services to a radical vision of
society is clearer than it was in the
1970s. The Right has cut and
attempted to discredit most programs not only because it wanted
to cut spending, but, more importantly, to prevent the creation of
"social expectations," and the
inevitable politicization that occurs

fight cutbacks in all kinds of human
services and to make sure that services are respectful of people and
do not harm them. We ought to
return to models in which "community workers" provide core services,
and demands for democratic control of services should be central.
Housing advocates, welfare advocates, and groups working against
male violence have each learned
that they must make connections
with sympathetic direct care work-

•
Tb R · h
e tg t wants to cut or privatize services

so as to privatize pain; to give everyone the message
that no collectivfty can help them, that all they
can depend upon is whatever wage some
boss is willing to provide.
•
when people experience decent
publicly-funded services. The Right
wants to cut or privatize services so
as to privatize pain; to give everyone the message that no collectivity
can help them, that all they can
depend upon is whatever wage
some boss is willing to provide. In
such a climate, the fight for existing
services, and for better social provisions in all areas, is especially
urgent.
Because of the nature of the
debate, the task of bringing left,
feminist, and anti-racist content to
all service work is critical. Conservative efforts to ensure that whatever public services do exist embody
a reactionary message (at the greatest extreme, the insertion of antiabortion "health care options" into
medical interview protocols) are
increasing and must be fought with
a counter-message.
Progressive groups of human
service workers, child care workers,
teachers and health care workers
are needed now more than ever to
Resist Newsletter

ers, and even administrators within
the systems. Earlier tensions
between "advocacy" and "services"
seem less relevant.
In addition, the developing
logic of feminism, Freirian thinking
about how change is created, and
perhaps a deeper respect for cultural difference, now provide a
stronger intellectual basis for more
egalitarian practice. When services
were one tactic among many for
reaching "the people" or for building movements, it was easier to
make false assumptions about differences - in political development, if not in status and skill between providers and recipients of
services. Today many progressives
and human service workers alike
have been politicized by societal
conditions, by funding cuts and/or
by the impossible conditions they
face on the job. It seems more natural than in the past to link services
to other work for social change
AND to see people who receive
continued on page eight
December, 1992

Anti-war
continuedfrom page two

Milosevic, the president of Serbia
since 1987, has counted on in his
campaign against Croatian intentions to secede from Yugoslavia by
the end of the 1980s.
Historically, that intention is
nothing new. Most Croats will tell
you that independence has been
their country's dream for the last
1000 years. The only time that
dream ·was temporarily realized
was for four and a half years during
World War II, when Hitler and
Mussolini recognized the independent Croatian state under the
Ustashi government of Ante
Pavelic. After the war, Croatia was
reincorporated into the Yugoslavian
federation of republics. With Tito
gone, however, it became clear that
Croatia was determined to become
independent once again.
By that time the whole of
Yugoslavia was besieged with
grave economic difficulties that no
one knew how to contain, let alone
fix. In the late 1980s, at the time of
deepening world crisis - a crisis
amplified manifold in the developing world - Slobodan Milosevic
judged that the only program that
could guarantee his personal
power and political success was a
nationalist program. After all, the
specter of an independent Croatia
was rising once 4gain.
Milosevic exploited the region's
history to fabricate ethnic tensions
and fuel nationalist passions in
order to build momentum for his
cause. His rhetoric stirred memories
of World War II, when many hundreds of thousands of Serbs perished in Croatian concentration
camps and on the battlefields, fighting both the Nazis and their Ustashi
collaborators. Serbs could be safe,
Milosevic argued, only under a
government that represented all
Yugoslavian nationalities; in an
independent Croatia, Serb populations faced existential danger.
Croatia could secepe, Milosevic
said, but its borders with Serbia
would have to be re-drawn so that
Vol.1, #251

all Serbs could live in one country.
"All Serbs in one country," was
tantamount to a declaration of war.
Anticipating hostility, Croatian Serbs
began to take up arms, and as the
temperature rose, Serbian homes
and small businesses did come
under attack, many suffering extensive damage through bombing and
shelling. The Croatian government
failed to follow up on these incidents with any kind of police
investigation or court action.
Croatia's newly elected president,
Franjo Tudjman, purged Serbs from
the police, as well as all justice and
educational institutions, and even
banned the use of the Cyrillic
alphabet in Croatia. He also
stepped up his efforts to build an
independent Croatian army.
All of this seemed to confirm
Milosevic's forecasts and gave fuel
to his aggressive nationalism in
Belgrade. War broke out in the
summer of 1991, and lasted until
January 15th, 1992. By that time,
with the help of the Yugoslav
People's Army (JNA), the Serbs had
"liberated" those portions of Croatia
where they had a majority, and
proclaimed their independent status. Croatia itself lost territories, but
gained independence.

Bosnian War, Brutal and
Unsupported
The Bosnian war, escalating
since April, 1992, is a continuation
of the Serbian-Croatian war, outside
of Croatia. Milosevic was hoping
that with the former Yugoslavia in
shreds, he would be able to form a
union not only with Montenegro,
on the Adriatic Coast, but with
Bosnia as well. But, when Muslim
and Croat populations in Bosnia
voted in a referendum in favor of
Bosnian independence, Bosnian
Serbs (who made up 31 % of the
total Bosnian population) boycotted
the referendum, took up arms, and,
again supported by the ]NA, took
over 65% of Bosnian territory.
Croatia, on the other hand,
formed its own state of HercegBosna, taking for the 18% of the
population that was Croatian, 25%
of Bosnia. This left the Muslim population (who made up 380/4 of the
total) with no more than 5% of the
land.
If most Serbs in Serbia, captives
of Milosevic's propaganda, saw the
Croatian war as inevitable and justified because of the jeopardy in
which Croatia's secession placed
the Serbs in Croatia, the situation
dramatically changed when the war

continued on next page
Resist Newsletter
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began in Bosnia. A portion of the
population remained convinced
that to side with Milosevic was to
defend the interests of the Serbs in
Bosnia who did not want to find
themselves living in a Muslim unitary state. But a growing number of
people began to question the real
objectives of this brutal and ruthless
war, spreading into a former republic where diverse ethnic groups had
lived for 70 years in perfect harmony with one another.

political groups: the Republican
Club, the Reform Party, and the
Belgrade Circle. More recently, students from Belgrade University
staged large anti-war demonstrations demanding Milosevic's withdrawal. The principal effort of all of
these groups is to raise consciousness about what in fact is going on,
to refute "ethnic cleansing," to
expose the nationalist agenda
underpinning the war, and to create a basis for Milosevic's demise.

200,000 Serbians Flee the Draft
A number of Serbian anti-war
groups formed in Belgrade and
other cities in the late summer of
1991. One of the first to emerge
was the Center for Anti-War Action,
which urged desertion and draft
evasion. As a result, up to 200,000
young men from Serbia left the
country to avoid the draft. In the
fall of 1991, mothers of draft-age
sons formed an ad hoc group and
at one point stormed the Serbian
Parliament building in Belgrade,
seized the microphones in the main
assembly room, and held a threehour fully televised press conference pleading for the release of
their children from the army. From
October of 1991, through January
1992, anti-war demonstrators held
nightly candlelight vigils in front of
the Parliament building.
A citizens' group, the Yugoslavian Association for Democratic
Initiative (UJDI) launched the first
anti-war and anti-nationalist month1y journal, "Republika," with indepth analyses exposing the real
intentions behind Milosevic's supernationalist propaganda. The
Belgrade Circle, a group of leading
intellectuals, has been organizing
protest actions and continuously
challenges that part of the intellectual community that supports the
idea that a tenable way to resolve
the problems of Serbs outside of
Serbia is waging war.
The Civic Coalition, formed in
the spring of 1992, united three
major anti-nationalist oppositional

Media-Opposition Alliance
What is most striking about
anti-war activity in Serbia is the
unusual "alliance" between the
extra-parliamentary opposition
groups and four major Belgrade
media: Independent TV Studto B,
Independent Rad.to B-92, the weekly Vreme, and the independent
daily, Borba. The "alliance" was
never formalized, but, since the
very beginning of the war, common
cause has brought the oppositional
civic groups and the media together. Because of these ties, the opposition did not have to expend extra
effort to attract media attention.
-Many prominent journalists are
also members of one or another

Page Six

sides in this conflict, treating Serbia
- their own country - unsparingly. They have also included the
voices of protest that are not heard
at all in the rest of the media. The
impression provided by the mainstream media, by contrast, has the
public convinced of the widespread
victimization of Serbs, and denies
the reality of "ethnic cleansing" and
other Serbian atrocities.
The Vice-Director of Independent 1V Studio B, Milorad Roganovic, told me that the International
Media Fund, a Washington-based
organization, conducted research
on the media in the former
Yugoslavia and concluded that only
four news sources met its criteria
for journalistic excellence, the four
media mentioned here. They represent some of the best press in
Europe, while the rest of Serbian
media sources represent some of
the worst. Milosevic, rather than
praising the "best" media, decried
them as agents of the CIA.
Sanctions undermine the
opposition
The oppositional anti-nationalist
media have suffered the effects of
sanctions as much as the rest of the

•

Tbe war was launched and is sustained
through the use of television. In fact, television
has been as important in sustaining the war as the
army itself. For that reason alternative sources
of information are critical.
•
anti-war group. From day one· of
the war, the four media mentioned
above have supplied an alternative,
well-investigated, and fiercely antinationalist perspective on the evolution of the war, refusing the narrow, fragmented approach practiced by the mainstream press and
television. It is not that these four
have refused to give voice to the
official point of view. Rather, they
have exposed war crimes on all
Resist News letter

newly-formed Yugoslavia. Vreme
and Borba have had great difficufties procuring paper for their publications. For a while the publishers
of Vreme thought that it might have
to go out of business. It survived,
but because the cost of paper
under the sanctions has skyrocketed, both publications have had to
increase their prices beyond what
most newspaper readers ( whose
personal incomes dwindled this
December, 1992
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summer to $25.00 per month) can
afford.
Independent 1V Studio-B faces
similar problems. Before the sanctions were put into effect, in May,
1992, it paid a quarter million dollars to a London firm for new
equipment. That equipment is still
with the seller, and Studio B finds
itself without its three new
repeaters which would allow it to
broadcast to an additional 3.5 million people in Serbia. Public opinion research has shown that the
audience able to receive Studio B is
overwhelmingly opposed to
Milosevic's government. Viewers
beyond the reach of the station
have sent requests to the Serbian
government to allot Studio B the
frequencies necessary for broader
coverage, so that they too could
watch it.
Refusing to accept any state
funding, Studio B supports itself
solely through advertisement. But,
labeled by Milosevic's government
as an enemy, the channel has lost
many advertising customers - the
result of the government's pressure
on big state firms to cut their advertising on this channel. Studio B is
now supported primarily by small
private firms, which in itself has
caused the station's revenues to fall
precipitously.
Unable to finance expensive
satellite broadcasting, Studio B
found another way to reach a
broader audience without satellite
dishes and repeaters. They signed
contracts with a number of local
cable TV stations in Serbia, allowing these stations to air Studio B's
video-cassette tapes of the day's
programming. The tapes are rushed
to Dimitrovgrad, Nis, Kragujevac,
and other locations and aired the
next day, without editing.
Both the parliamentary and
extra-parliamentary opposition is
putting pressure on the Serbian
government to allot to Studio B the
fourth, military channel of Belgrade
N, which has very wide coverage
continued on
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Resistance 500 Projects
We thought RF.SIST SU/J/)OrterS would
like to know what we've done to
support rethtnktng and relearntng
about the htstory of Columbus's
arrtval in the Amertcas. The
Jo/Jowing are projects funded so Jar
thtsyear.

their Quincentenary ~Y contest
for high school students.
Future Leaders Network (Brooklyn,
NY) $600 for expenses and prizes
for an essay contest for young
people on •The Truth About
Columbus."

Adelante! Street Theatre Project
(New York, NY) $600 toward
expenses of performances about
the Quincentennial.

"How to '92" (New York, NY) $600
for production of this handbook
for
action
during
the
Quincentennial.

Asian, Latino, African & Native
Americans for Justice and Peace
(ALA.NA), (Portland,OR) $600 to
fund their Communities of
Resistance Art Project, part of the
Resistance SOO Campaign

Leonard Peltier Support Group/San
Francisco Chapter (CA) $600
toward production of a pamphlet
•t9CJ2 - 500 Years of Resistance."

Austin Peace & Justice Coalition
Education Fund (TX) $800 to
produce an expanded edition of
their newsletter about •500 Years
of Resistance. n
Cape Codders Against Racism (East
Dennis, MA) ${,QQ for their public
program on Native American
history and issues.
Chicago Religious Task Force on
Central America (IL) $600 for
workshops to train people in the
use of the group's book about the
Quincentenary.
Clergy & Laity Concerned (Eugene,
OR) $600 toward expenses of
their •1492-1992: Rethinking the
History of the Americas•
campaign

Columbus in Context (New Haven,
CT) $1~ and $350 for expenses
of their exhibition, •1492, What
Really Happened•
Council Fire (Leverett, MA) $600
toward expense of their project
on the Quincentenary.

Minnesota Peace and Justice
Coalition (Minneapolis) $600 for
organizing their Quincentennial
Billboard Project.
New Haven/Leon Sister City Project
$600 for an event on the
Quincentenary featuring the
Bread & Puppet Theatre.

ccn

Progressive Student Network
(Chicago, IL) $600 toward
organizing for Columbus Day

1992.

Rethinking Schools (Milwaukee, WI)
$600 toward the cost of publishing a 60 page magazine for
their Rethinking Columbus
Project.
St. Louis Interfaith Committee on

Latin America (MO) $770 for
organizing for the Peace and
Dignity Journey 1992 through
Missouri.

If you would like more t ~
about these groups you may call tbe
ojftce to get their addresses. .Al.so, see
newsletter #249 tn wbtcb we htgbltgbted some of these groups In our
grants reports sectton.

Fellowship of Reconciliation/Cape
Cod Chapter (Harwich, MA) $500
for printing and for prizes for

next page
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and is sitting idle. In this the opposition has the support of the federal
prime minister, Milan Panic.
Even now, with gasoline tightly
rationed (the station is allowed
only 50 liters a month), Studio B
finds ways to send its reporters to
places that official TV would not
cover. Examples are two small
towns to the north of Belgrade,
Ruma and Hrtkovci, where Serbian
refugees, organized by the far
right, had launched an assault on
local Croats, purging them from
their homes and forcing them back
into Croatia. BefoPe the "ethnic
cleansing" in those two towns
came fully into public view in
Serbia this summer, Studio B was
airing half-hour reports of bombs
planted in the courtyards of the
Croats and interviews with the victims of the bombing.
It was this insistent media coverage that brought about the arrest
of five people responsible for the
actions in Ruma and Hrtkovci.
Whenever something happens, the
local people call Natasha Kandic (a
member of the Belgrade Circle,
who, along with 40 other Belgrade
intellectuals helped in July of this
year to organize local Croats to
resist expulsion, and local Serbs to
provide assistance to their neighbors) who then calls the press, and
rushes the Super 8 tapes, that the
people in some cases have made
themselves about the damage done
or threats received, to Studio B.
Without the support of the
alternative media, the work of the
opposition would be nearly impossible. The war was launched and is
sustained through the use of television. In fact, television has been as
important in sustaining the war as
the army itself. For that reason
alternative sources of information
are critical. These media distribute
questionnaires asking for responses
to their programming. If they were
to receive expressions of support
from outside the country, it could
make an important difference and
provide nourishment to those strugPage Eight

gling to end the war. Milosevic has
not been ousted yet, but that is less
a consequence of lack of pressure
than of Milosevic's unscrupulous
determination to preside over one
of the most tragic wars in European
history.
•

is difficult to imagine. It's still hard
to be angry and caring at the same
time, but given all the reasons to be
angry, and the growing need for
everyone to be taken care of, perhaps a recognition that good political work must involve attention to
services, and healthy service work
must be political, has evolved and
we can get on with our continuing
need to expose and resist all the
illegitimate authorities that surround
us.
•

Jasminka Udovicki teaches Culture,
Society and Art at Mass College of
Art. She has lived in the U.S. on and
offfor fifteen years, and is currently
on academic leave at the University
of Texas in Austin. To support the
work of the alternative media in Ann Withorn has been lucky as a
Serbia, write:
faculty member at an alternative
Mr. Milorad Roganovic
public college, the College of Public
Vice Director
and Community Service at the University of Massachusetts in Boston,
NTV Studio B
Palata Beograd
to retain a sense of herself as an
Ma Sarikova
"activist" despite the pressures of
11000 Beograd
fighting professionalism while jugYUGOSLAVIA
gling children and political commitments. She is aware that others
may be under much greater presWith.om continuedfrom page four
sure to separate out the political
services as political allies, rather and service aspects of their lives.
than as "clients."
A growing national organization
of progressive human service workers to which I belong, the Berta
Capen Reynolds Society, exists with
none of the previous tension about
seeing either direct service work or
policy-making as political. The
Society is not always sure how to
proceed, but we are surely not
debating about the political nature
of all service work. On that we
agree, thanks especially to the
influence of feminists, lesbians, and
gay men. Instead, we are trying to
figure out ways to remain radical at
all levels of our work.
As another example, in Boston
the radical youth group, Free My
People, comfortably combines
strong militant politics with attention
to the personal and social needs of
its members and the community.
So, just maybe, the tension
between service work and political
activism is not so great as it seemed
in 1977. Then one felt that a legitimate movement could exist in isolation from service issues; now that
Resist Newsktter

NEWS
from RESIST Grantees
The Oearinghouse on Femidde,
which RESIST has supported, wrote to
tell us about the publication of a new
anthology, Femicide: The Politics of
Woman Killing, (Twayne Publishers,
New York). The book is edited by Jill
Radford and Diana E. H. Russell. In it
more than 40 articles and essays are
compiled that examine this violent
expression of sexism and misogyny.
The book addresses the culpability of
the media and judicial system, which
help perpetuate the notion that women
are responsible for the crimes committed against them. Radford works with
Rights of Women, a feminist legal project in London, and is the author of
several articles about sexual violence
and the judicial system. Russell is the
author or editor of nine books including Incest in the Lives of Girls and
Women.
The Clearinghouse on Femicide is
offering the book along with membercontinued on next page
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continuedfrom page ten

ing at several rallies, and helping to
organize the Women Against War
Coalition.
FoG's goals are three-fold: to assist
Filipina women in the community to
achieve economic, political, and cultural empowerment; to organize U.S.
women to provide material and political support to the women's movement
in the Philippines; and to lend support
to the struggles of all women. The
group is concerned with gender equality, fighting racism, redirecting the military budget to human needs, and antiintervention.
A recent project of FoG is a series
of monthly women's caucuses - meetings to discuss local, national and international issues and find ways of supporting one another. FoG is also
engaged in ongoing letter-writing campaigns concerning the rapes of Filipina
and other migrant women workers in
Kuwait and the slavery of Filipina and
other third world women through prostitution, kidnapping, and as mail-order
brides.
Resist's grant to FoG was for
equipment in support of the group's
political education work including a
slide projector, projector screen, and
fax machine. FoG mentioned in its proposal to RESIST that the fax machine
would also be used by several sister
groups, including the PINTIG Cultural
G.roup, the Research and Information
Center, and the Alliance for Philippine
Concerns. RESIST encourages this kind
of resource-sharing whenever possible.

News from RESIST Grantees
continuedfrom page eight

ship donations of $15.00 or more. For
information, write Clearinghouse on
Femicide, POB 12343, Berkeley, CA
94701, or call (510) 845-7005.
The Oothesline Project of Cape
Cod, MA sent us their newsletter
reporting on clothesline projects
(which document and memorialize the
lives of women who are victims of violent crime) all over this country and
also in Bolivia. The group is considering a national display of the clotheslines. The Portland Clothesline Project
Vol. 1, #251

organizations to provide direct information.
Since its founding, several of
of the Khmer Rouge
CORKR's
original objectives have been
318 Fourth St, NE
achieved:
U.S. overt and covert military
Washington DC, 20002
aid to the Khmer Rouge coalition has
The Campaign to Oppose the
been terminated; a (shaky) ceasefire is
Return of the Khmer Rouge (CORKR)
in place; the Western aid and trade
was organized in January, 1990, and is embargo against Cambodia has been
a coalition of nearly 50 organizations
lifted; and the U.S has established a
representing advocacy, peace, church/ diplomatic presence in Cambodia.
religious, human rights, veterans,
Finally, the UN "peace plan" is being
refugee, and community/service
implemented to bring an end to the
groups.
two decades of horror suffered by the
The purpose of the organization
Cambodian people.
is to prevent the Khmer Rouge from
At the same time, the threat from
returning to power in Cambodia. The
the Khmer Rouge has not diminished.
group believes this is necessary
They have been legitimized to particibecause of U.S. policies which have
pate in national political life in Camboeffectively aided the Khmer Rouge and dia. The Khmer Rouge signed the UN
threaten to allow it an opportunity to
peace plan and then violated virtually
renew its slaughter of the Cambodian
all its provisions and accords with
people, and its destruction of the coun- impunity. The U.S., which insisted that
try's economic infrastructure and culthe Khmer Rouge be included in the
ture. CORKR's initial goals included:
plan, has refused to pay its fair share of
(Ide-credentialing" the Khmer Rouge
the costs of implementing the accords,
representative as Cambodia's ambasand continued to misuse USAID funds
sador to the UN; the cessation of U.S.
for political purposes in Cambodia.
military aid to the Khmer Rouge coaliThis summer RESIST provided
tion; the establishment of a ceasefire
funds for an updated brochure describon the Cambodian battlefields; the lift- ing CORKR's new Cambodia Campaign
ing of the U.S. trade and aid embargo
in light of these dramatic changes since
against Cambodia; and the establishthe group was established. The new
ment of a U.S. diplomatic mission in
campaign emphasizes pressuring the
Phnom Penh.
U.S. government to support the UN
CORKR distributes a bimonthly
peace plan, giving special attention to
newsletter and a number of informaenforcing the human rights provisions,
tion pieces; distributes videos; sponsors ensuring the disarming of all Khmer
speaking tours of Cambodian activists;
Rouge military forces, and providing
and nurtures contacts with Bangkok
assistance to the reconstruction and
and Phnom Penh-based community
development of Cambodia.

Campaign to Oppose the Retum

has had six displays of their Clothesline; and there are projects in Washington, California, Kansas, Missouri, Wisconsin, Louisiana, Michigan, Kentucky,
New Hampshire, New York, Connecticut, all over Massachusetts (the Cape
Cod Clothesline was on display recently at the DeCordova Museum in Lincoln, MA as part of an exhibit entitled
"Goodbye to Apple Pie: Contemporary
Artists View of the Family"), Rhode
Island, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and
lots of other places. We congratulate
this group on the phenomenal success
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of this project, although it is incredibly
sad to know the reasons for this kind
of "success." We're proud to note that
RESIST was the first foundation to fund
this effort.
For more information about the
project and info on how to start one of
your own, contact The Clothesline Project, Box 822, Brewster, MA 02631, or
call (508) 896-7530.

Page Nine

In each issue of the newsletter we
highlight a Jew recent grants made to
groups around the country. In this
issue we feature grants to groups doing
Asian and Pacific solidarity work. 1be
information in these brief reports is
provided to us by the groups themselves. For more details, please write to
them at the addresses included here.

tourism, prostitution, and AIDS in
Southeast Asia. The Center has published a book on_this subject, and supports educational work in these areas.
For example, ARC is affiliated with
Empower, a women's group in
Bangkok, that challenges the exploitation of prostitutes.
ARC's staff includes one Asian and
two
Americans with extensive experiAsia Resource Center
.
ence
in Asia, two Taiwanese and one
P.O. Box 15275
Thai
intern,
and operates with the
Washington DC, 20003
guidance of a board composed of
For 20 years, the Asia Resource
Asian-American community leaders,
Center (ARC) has provided educational
academics, church leaders and peace
resources on the peoples and cultures
activists.
of Asia. ARC has exposed critical issues
· As part of its work, ARC has conthat transcend national boundaries:
sistently addressed human rights and
human rights abuses, nuclear disarmasocial issues in Thailand. During the
ment, justice for the poor, the rights of
Vietnam War, ARC emphasized probwomen and minorities and the impact
lems resulting from the U.S. governof development aid. ARC publishes and ment's use of Thailand as a frontline
distributes books, videos, sideshows
state against Indochina. In response to
and newsletters, and has a speakers
the 1976 violent repression of Thai stubureau. ARC also participates in study
dent demonstrators, ARC encouraged
tours, supports projects in Southeast
U.S. actions to push for release of prisAsia, and works in coalitions on
oners, and since that time has continBurma, Cambodia, Vietnam, Taiwan,
ued to speak out and publish articles
and other regions.
on political, social and environmental
The goals of ARC are to press for
issues in Thailand.
U.S. policies that foster peace, justice
ARC is a key coordinator in an
and disarmament in Asia; to provide
effort to build a network of Thais and
resources that reflect the vibrant chartheir friends in the U.S. who are pushacter and human struggles of Asian
ing for democracy and social change in
Pacific peoples; and to "build pacific
Thailand. RESIST's recent grant was
bridges across the Pacific."
used for a two-day Leadership Training
ARC's work includes health and
and Network Building workshop to
reproductive rights projects, and the
familiarize Thai activists with the U.S.
group is especially concerned with sex
system. Workshop topics included:
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Join the Resist Pledge Program

multi-cultural and multi-sectoral coalition building - how to create links
with churches, labor unions, peace and
justice, women's, environmental, and
Asian organizations; press and media
work; lobbying; and the nuts and bolts
of grassroots constituency building
based on the issues. During the course
of the workshop, participants began
planning activities for their own
communities.
Friends of GABRIELA
2426 N. Austin Ave.
Chicago, IL 60639

Friends of GABRIEIA (FoG) was
formed in Chicago in the fall of 1989
when a speaker from the Philippines,
Racquel Sancho of GABRIEIA Philippines, came to the U.S. on a speaking
tour. A series of housemeetings followed the tour and eventually led to
the formation of the support committee. The network in support of
GABRIEIA also includes several
campus women's studies programs,
including the University of Illinois,
Northwestern, and Loyola. Friends
of GABRIEIA has organized filmshowings, symposia, and regular house
meetings on issues of importance to
women both in the Philippines and
in this country. In 195)(), the national
founding congress of the GABRIEIA
Network USA was hosted by FoG in
Chicago, and, when the Gulf War
began in 1990-91, FoG was at the forefront of protest against the war, speakcontinued on page nine
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We'd like you to consider becoming a
Resist Pledge. Pledges account for over
25% of our income .. By becoming a
pledge, you help guarantee Resist a
fixed and dependable source of income
on which we can build our grant making
program. In return, we will send you a
monthly pledge letter and reminder,
along with your newsletter. We will
keep you up-to-date on the groups we
have funded, and the other work being
done at Resist. So take the plunge and
become a Resist Pledge! We count on
you, and the groups we fund count on
us.

•

Yes! l would like to become a Resist:
Pledge. I'd like to pledge$._ _ _ _ / 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (monthly, bi-I
monthly, quarterly, 2x a year, yearl~).
Enclosed is my pledge contribution 1
of $ _ _ _ _
I
.
I
I can't join the pledge program just I
now, but here's a contribution to sup- I
port your work. $ _ _ _ _
:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :
City /State/Zip - - - - - - - - - 1

l

•

•

I

Resist
I
_·--------One Summer Street, Somerville, MA02143• (617)623-5110 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
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